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Welcome to the Festival
Welcome, one and all, to the 20th Anniversary of the
Salt Spring Film Festival! We have a few special things
planned for you to mark the occasion, so be sure to
take a good look through the program this year. We
have added an extra room to allow for more films and
more repeat screenings. We know you love the extra
value of discussing films with filmmakers. This year for
the first time we will give the filmmakers a chance to
interact not just with the audience but also with each
other at Saturday’s Attending Filmmaker Discussion.
The Friday gala is better than ever, with the return of
the scrumptious gala hot dinner, plus celebratory wine,
beer and special non-alcoholic drink. (And of course

we are keeping the wildly popular popcorn, too!) We
have also changed the Saturday/Sunday physical layout
a little to ease congestion and make it quicker for you
to access food and drink. Look for our new food area
down the hall past the washrooms. Take a left from
there to seek out a comfy secluded relaxation area. Just
want a coffee? You can grab one from Ometepe at the
far end of the multi-purpose room near the elevator.
Saturday night we are having a 20th Anniversary film
Metamorphosis with filmmakers Nova Ami and Velcrow
Ripper in attendance. And be sure to check out the
display commemorating our 20 years of film at GISS all
weekend. Enjoy!

STAFF

COMMITTEE LEADERS

James Cowan - Festival Manager
Tracy Harrison - Festival Administrator

Jim Meadows - Box Office
Diana Morris Knox - Decor
Jennifer Cikaluk - Filmmaker Interviews
Steve Martindale - Film Synopses
Leith Martin - Food
Noni Peck - Fundraising
Diane Copeland Thomas & Tracy Harrison - Graphics
David Abbey - Hospitality
Cliff Knox - Logistics
James Cowan & Tracy Harrison - Marketing & Publicity
Tracy Harrison & Therin Gower - Membership
Judy McPhee - Projectionists
Brook Holdack - Social Justice Bazaar
James Cowan - Technical
Katharine Atkins - Venue Set-Up
Therin Gower - Volunteers
Jim Meadows & Tracy Harrison - Website
Marcelle Roy - Zero Waste Management

BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Therin Gower - President
David Abbey - Vice President
Bruce Eggertson - Secretary
Neil Martin - Treasurer
Jim Meadows - Director
Katharine Atkins - Director
Diane Copeland Thomas - Director
Cliff Knox - Director
Diana Morris Knox - Director
Noni Peck - Director
Leith Martin - Director
Brook Holdack - Director

Festival Passes
Admission to the Festival is by pass (which is a wristband).
The passes may be purchased in the following ways:
Weekend + Gala Pass
Available in advance through the ArtSpring Ticket Centre,
and at the door. Includes Friday Night Gala.
Weekend Pass, Day Pass, Half Day Pass, Gala Night only
Available at the door. No advance sales.

Pass Prices
Weekend + Gala
Gala Night, Sat & Sun
Weekend Pass		
Saturday & Sunday
Day Pass		
Saturday OR Sunday
Half Day Pass		
Sat OR Sun from 2pm
Gala only		
Friday night only
Saturday night at ArtSpring: Metamorphosis
(Tickets available only through ArtSpring Box Office)

$45.00
$35.00
$20.00
$10.00
$15.00
$10.00

The purchase price of a pass includes your Salt Spring Film
Festival Society 2019 membership.

Subsidized Passes
Subsidized passes are available through the main reception desk at Community Services main office (268 Fulford Ganges Road).
Subsidized passes are also available at the Festival Box Office. Please inquire at the door. Special thanks to Royal Canadian Legion
Branch 92 and Salt Spring Community Services for their support in our subsidized pass program.

Festival Venue

Gulf Islands Secondary School, 232 Rainbow Road

Opening Night Gala
Sponsored by Purica & Beachside

Friday March 1
Doors - 5:30 pm

Film Program starts - 7:00 pm
Tickets: $15 at the door

The Serengeti Rules
Nicolas Brown, UK, 2018, 84 mins.

Exploring some of the most remote and spectacular
places in the world, a small band of visionary young
scientists made surprising discoveries that flipped
our understanding of nature on its head. Beginning
in the 1960s, five pioneering ecologists – Bob
Paine, Jim Estes, Mary Power, John Terborgh and
Tony Sinclair – headed into the wilderness, driven
by an insatiable curiosity about how nature works.
They discovered a single set of rules that govern
all life. Now in the twilight of their eminent careers,
these five unsung heroes of modern ecology share
the stories of their adventures, giving us a chance
to reimagine the world as it could and should be.
This celebration of scientific excellence is directed
by BAFTA and Emmy-winning filmmaker Nicolas
Brown and narrated by Sean B. Carroll, author of
the acclaimed 2016 book upon which the film is
based: The Serengeti Rules: The Quest to Discover
How Life Works and Why It Matters.
Juxtaposing scenes of exquisite beauty and
diversity – from Pacific tidal pools to the Serengeti,
from the Arctic tundra to the Amazon – this
poignant elegy for what we are about to lose
offers a glimmer of hope for restoring our planet.
With profound implications for the fate of all life
on Earth, this is one of the most important untold
stories of our time.

Gala Dinner Menu for Friday, March 1
~

Zaatar Roasted Whole Chicken Leg
served over braised lentils
roasted shallots and squash, house yogurt ($20)

Turkish Bean Stew (V, GF)
toasted rice pilaf
roasted shallots and squash ($15)

Soup and Salad (V, GFO)
roasted squash and apple bisque
lightly dressed organic greens
Francis Sourdough ($12)
Beer and wine available at cash bar

Attending Filmmakers and Guests

sponsored by

Rachel George, Research Coordinator

Michèle Smolkin, Director

DAWNLAND

IF YOU’RE HUNGRY, SING. IF YOU ACHE, LAUGH

Indigenous rights scholar Rachel Yacaa?ał George is Nuuchah-nulth from Ahousaht First Nation. A Ph.D. candidate
and sessional instructor in Political Science at the University
of Victoria, she holds a Master’s degree in Genocide Studies
from the University of Amsterdam. George’s doctoral
research examines the efficacy of redress mechanisms
– including truth commissions – to facilitate justice
for Indigenous communities; her teaching focuses on
Indigenous politics, reconciliation and resurgence. Former Research Coordinator
for the Maine Wabanaki-State Child Welfare Truth & Reconciliation Commission,
George is currently a Board Member of the Victoria Cool Aid Society, dedicated to
finding community-based solutions to end homelessness.

(Si tu as faim, chante. Si tu as mal, ris)

Greg Durrell, Director

Rami Katz, Director

Born in Paris, Michèle Smolkin is a former architect who
changed careers upon moving to Vancouver in 1983. She
has since found success in various media as a translator,
voice-over talent, radio host, radio drama writer, freelance
cultural journalist for radio and print, producer of television
and radio programs and as a documentary filmmaker. In
2003, Smolkin became a cultural documentary director
and writer for Radio-Canada in both radio and television, then Head of the French
TV department in BC and later Programming Executive Producer. Since retiring
from Radio-Canada in 2013, she continues to work as an independent writer and
filmmaker.

DESIGN CANADA

THE ISSUE OF MR. O’DELL

Greg Durrell is a partner at Hulse & Durrell, a Vancouverbased design firm that develops brands, products and films
for ambitious organizations that want to make a lasting
impact. Their impressive client list includes the International
Olympic Committee, the Canadian Olympic Team, NBC
Sports and Square. Durrell and his partner Ben Hulse began
working together in 2007 on the Vancouver 2010 Olympic
& Paralympic Games design team, and went on to lead a comprehensive rebrand
of the Canadian Olympic Team in 2011. More recently, they’ve provided design
leadership for several International Olympic Committee initiatives, from digital
channels to global licensing programs.

Vancouver-based Rami Katz graduated from UBC’s MFA
in Film Production Program, receiving the H. Norman
Lidster Prize in Documentary Filmmaking. His thesis film,
The Issue of Mr. O’Dell, premiered at the 2018 Full Frame
Documentary Film Festival; it won the President’s Award
for Best Student Film, and was subsequently named Best
International Short at the Baltimore International Black Film
Festival. Katz participated in the 2015 RIDM Talent Lab. His
films – which include Ventra (2010), An Exploration of Light (2013), Trash (2014),
Fish Soup (2015) and Home (2017) – have screened at over two-dozen film festivals
around the world.

Andrea Rankin, Film Subject

Felix Oltean, Cinematographer

EXPEDITION YUKON: 50 YEARS LATER
As a member of the only all-women mountaineering
team to participate in the 1967 Yukon Alpine Centennial
Expedition, Salt Spring resident Andrea Rankin attempted
to summit Mount Saskatchewan, a technically challenging
feat which has never been accomplished, either before
or since. Inspired by famed Canadian mountain guide
Hans Gmoser’s 1964 film Skis Over McKinley – about his
epic ascent of what is now Mount Denali – Rankin began climbing in the Rockies
with Gmoser himself. She has subsequently rock-climbed in Eastern Canada and
upstate New York, and in 1972 she climbed Thapu Chuli, 18,565 ft., near Annapurna
in the Himalaya.

Alex Harris, Director
FISH FIRST
Salt Spring resident Alex Harris is a photographer and
filmmaker who uses her camera to help amplify voices
of people and communities protecting human rights and
the natural world. She is inspired and humbled by the
dedicated people she has the honour to work alongside
and learn from, and all the plants, animals and fungi she has
the privilege to live amongst. Two of her many short films,
Xwaaqw’um (2015) and Xwaaqw’um: Welcome Home (2016) – both co-directed
with Joe Akerman – have previously screened here at the Salt Spring Film Festival.

Luke Wallace, Producer
FISH FIRST
Salt Spring resident Luke Wallace embodies a new wave of
political folk music. Drawing from such folk heroes as Pete
Seeger and Woodie Guthrie, Wallace’s music is a platform
for the voices of communities fighting to protect the
systems that help them thrive. An artist and an organizer
with a passion for communities and the earth, Wallace has
been touring the West Coast since 2012 with the mission of
inspiring audiences into action focused on social and environmental justice.

THE ISSUE OF MR. O’DELL
Cinematographer, colourist and producer Felix Oltean
is a graduate of the Film Production Program at Simon
Fraser University’s School for the Contemporary Arts, and
a graduate of the Cinema, Television, Stage and Radio
Program of the Southern Alberta Institute of Technology
Polytechnic, with a diploma in film production. Having
worked for several years as a journalism videographer
for CTV, Oltean is currently transitioning his skills towards
writing and photography. In addition to The Issue of Mr. O’Dell, his 16 film credits
include several of Rami Katz’s earlier short documentaries: An Exploration of Light
(2013), Trash (2014) and Fish Soup (2015).

Leon Lee, Director
LETTER FROM MASANJIA
An award-winning Canadian filmmaker who shines a
light on human rights abuses in China, Leon Lee explores
thought-provoking stories related to modern China that
could not be told within Chinese borders. Lee’s goal as
a filmmaker is to bring to life personal true stories that
resonate beyond language and culture, giving a voice to
the voiceless. His début documentary, Human Harvest
(2014), exposed China’s illegal organ trade. Broadcast in
over 25 countries, it has been viewed by millions worldwide and received the
coveted Peabody Award, an Association of International Broadcasters Award and
the Michael Sullivan “Frontline” Award for Investigative Journalism.

Attending FILMMAKERS DISCUSSION
Saturday March 2 at 4:15 pm in Fulford (S212)

Join our visiting filmmakers for a lively roundtable discussion on the challenges of
filmmaking in the digital age.
How do independent filmmakers navigate the modern era of digital film distribution
and streaming, when smaller films get limited – or even zero – theatre exposure?
Is the increasing popularity and market clout of streaming services such as Netflix
and Amazon Prime – and the biggies Knowledge Network and HBO – a boon or a
bane in the documentary film industry?
(continued on next page)

Jacey Shi, Associate Producer

Teresa Alfeld, Director

LETTER FROM MASANJIA

THE RANKIN FILE: LEGACY OF A RADICAL

With a background in Chinese television news, Jacey Shi
has produced many of Leon Lee’s award-winning films
for Flying Cloud Productions, including Human Harvest
(2014), which won multiple festival awards, an Association
of International Broadcasters Award and a Peabody Award;
The Bleeding Edge (2016), which won the Catholic Press
Association’s Gabriel Award for Best Film; Avenues of
Escape (2017), which won multiple Leo Awards, including
Best Documentary; and Reunion (2018), which the Oregon Short Film Festival
named Best International Film. Shi brings her unique background and a passion for
justice to creating more content exposing human rights violations in China.

With a keen interest in cinematic representations of gender
and sexuality, Teresa Alfeld has written and directed several
short films – including Closet Carnivore (2004), Bunky the
Vampire Killer (2010), Charlie Gauvin (2012) and Roadkill
(2013) – which have screened at festivals across Canada. A
graduate of SFU’s Film Production Program, Alfeld recently
completed a Master’s degree in Dispute Resolution at UVic.
In 2012 she started her own production company, Savoy Films, to handle both her
corporate video work and her short dramatic productions, having worked since
2005 in Vancouver and Toronto as a producer, director, videographer, editor and
script supervisor.

Nova Ami, Director/Producer

Andrea Palframan, Director

METAMORPHOSIS

RAVEN PEOPLE RISING

Nova Ami creates socially relevant, thought-provoking
documentaries that inspire, educate and empower, including
Say I Do (2002), Secrets (2006) and Peacing it Together
(2008). She was a producer on Sarah Goodman’s Army
of One (2003) and Velcrow Ripper’s Occupy Love (2012).
Ami wrote, directed and hosted Knowledge Network’s The
Leading Edge, and hosted and was a segment producer
for GVTV, a Vancouver series about urban issues. Her work
has screened at international festivals and has been broadcast on CBC, CTV, Super
Channel, Vision TV, BBC and SBS Australia. She has a Master’s degree in Media
Studies from the New School.

Artist, writer, graphic designer, communications consultant
and filmmaker Andrea Palframan is the Director of
Engagement & Communication with RAVEN (Respecting
Aboriginal Values & Environmental Needs). A Salt Spring
resident, she holds a Master’s degree in Intercultural and
International Communication. Her research focus – how
Indigenous communities are responding to, resisting and
adapting to climate change – forms the underpinning of
her understanding of environmental justice and human rights issues. Palframan is
dedicated to helping agents of change – including non-profits, community-based
organizations and social entrepreneurs – to craft compelling narratives that marry
the strength of data with the power of storytelling.

Velcrow Ripper, Director/Producer

Andrea will be joined by a special guest from RAVEN (Respecting Aboriginal
Values & Environmental Needs).

METAMORPHOSIS
BC-based Velcrow Ripper creates powerful, cinematic
documentaries that deal with the central issues of our
times. His first feature-length documentary, Bones of the
Forest (1995), co-directed with Heather Frise, won nine
awards, including Best of the Festival at Toronto’s Hot
Docs and the Genie Award for Best Documentary. Ripper
is also well-known for his award-winning sound design on
such films as Nettie Wild’s A Place Called Chiapas (1998)
and Mark Achbar & Jennifer Abbott’s The Corporation (2003). His award-winning
Fierce Light Trilogy comprises the Genie Award-winning ScaredSacred (2005),
Fierce Light (2008) and Occupy Love (2012), which screened here at SSFF.

Carey Newman & Cody Graham, Directors
PICKING UP THE PIECES: THE MAKING OF THE WITNESS BLANKET
Multi-disciplinary Kwagiulth/Coast Salish artist and master
carver Carey Hayalthkin’geme Newman was awarded the
Meritorious Service Medal in 2017 and was named to the
Order of British Columbia in 2018. As Founding Director of
Media One Multimedia Inc., Cody Graham has produced,
directed, shot and/or edited over 500 video projects, from
broadcast commercials, to web series, to feature films.
Together they strive to tell compelling stories to inspire
change and share hope.
Remembering the past, bearing witness to the present and
envisioning a future where land has agency and people
coexist sensibly and sustainably upon it, Newman and
Graham believe that truth comes before reconciliation –
which they recognize as an ongoing process – and that its
success or failure will be measured by future generations
looking back. With this understanding of Indigenous
concepts of generational responsibility, they work towards
reconciliation, knowing that their lives will be dedicated to truth.

Christine Welsh, Director
THE THINKING GARDEN
Award-winning Métis filmmaker Christine Welsh is originally
from Regina and now lives here on Salt Spring. For the past
30 years she has been writing, directing and producing
documentary films that give voice to the historical and
contemporary experience of Indigenous women in Canada.
An Associate Professor Emerita in the Department of
Gender Studies at the University of Victoria, Welsh’s films
include The Story of the Coast Salish Knitters (2000),
about three generations of Indigenous women woolworkers who knit traditional
Cowichan sweaters; and Finding Dawn (2006), a feature-length documentary on
the epidemic of murdered and missing Indigenous women in Canada.

Michael A. Mann, Animator
THIS MOUNTAIN LIFE
Salt Spring resident Michael Mann loves using creativity to
translate cultural concepts to new audiences. His numerous
animation credits include video games, music videos,
international advertising campaigns, award-winning
documentaries and children’s television series. Whether
working on commercial projects, government initiatives or
collaborations with other artists, he is always searching for
innovative ways to create exciting artistic fusions that articulate complexity through
imagination to transform himself and his audience. Mann’s work has appeared
on Nickelodeon, PBS and Telus Storyhive, and has been featured in National
Film Board productions, the Stratford Festival of Canada and the Vancouver 2010
Cultural Olympiad Opening Ceremonies.
(continued from previous page) Attending FILMMAKERS DISCUSSION

What is the evolving role of film festivals and how can they remain relevant when
people can watch almost anything from the comfort of their living rooms?
Don‘t miss this opportunity to hear directly from many of the independent
filmmakers behind the films screened at this year’s Salt Spring Film Festival!

91,246 Film-goers!
				

714 films shown!

							42,840 minutes of film!
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Celebrating 20 years!

Celebrating 20 years!

We thought it might be helpful to offer our audience a glimpse of the main aspect of staging this
annual event: how we find the films and how are they chosen for the festival.
Each year the distributors provide us with information about their latest acquisitions and their
recommendations. We also receive suggestions from you, our audience, and most importantly we
dispatch scouts from the screening committee to various off-island festivals where they spend
many days watching documentary films, noting ones that seem appropriate for our festival. By the
fall of each year we have developed a list of over 100 for consideration, and then the real work
begins for the screening committee.
The committee meets weekly to preview a batch and then each film is viewed in full by at least
three members. Written reviews follow and after six weeks, results are collated and we’re ready
for a long and lively evening where we meet to find consensus on what we will choose for the
Festival. We look for well-made films, balanced and fact-based, well-paced, interesting or unusual.
We aim for a broad range of topics, and we value highly a local connection and the possibility of
getting a filmmaker to attend. It is a challenging process but the most rewarding evening for the
screening committee to have created the final selections.

Food
Along with outstanding documentaries, the SS Film
Festival provides delicious food for our patrons. Local
chefs and bakers create the best in healthy, affordable,
sustainable food choices.
For our 20th Anniversary Friday night Gala, we are
delighted to offer dinner choices in the GISS cafeteria
prepared by Michael and Daniel Shipley of Farm’s Gate
Foods and Catering. See the menu on page 3 for details.
Desserts and savoury snacks from Jana’s Bake Shop, Coco
Loco Bakery and Laughing Daughters will be available at
the Intermission Café. Freshly made coffee provided by
TJ Beans, special cold drinks and teas, and hot buttered
popcorn will also be on hand for the Gala.

On Saturday and Sunday, a variety of sweets and
savouries prepared by Jana’s Bake Shop, Coco Loco Café
and Laughing Daughters (gluten free) will be available for
lunch and snacks throughout the day at the Intermission
Café. Salt Spring Water Company will provide spring
water at several stations. Ometepe Coffee will be offering
their fair-trade organic coffee.
We are grateful to all our suppliers for their participation
in making a wonderful festival experience. With their
generous discounts and donations, the society is able to
raise funds for the continued operation of our own Film
Festival on Salt Spring Island.
Come and Enjoy!

20th Anniversary Special Presentation
Saturday March 2
7:30 pm

Tickets: $10 through the ArtSpring Box Office
Admission to this special screening is not included with Film Festival passes.

Metamorphosis
Nova Ami & Velcrow Ripper, Canada, 2018, 85 mins.
How will humanity be transformed by the global environmental crisis we have created? A poem for the planet,
this deeply wise film bears witness to profound change: the loss of one world, and the birth of another. A
mesmerizing tidal flow of images captures the true scale of the damage wrought by unfettered resource
extraction. But this crisis is also an opportunity for transformation, radical hope and profound possibility.
Weaving together stories of creativity and reinvention from artists, scientists and children worldwide, this
staggeringly beautiful documentary offers creative, systemic solutions and a bold new vision for humanity
and the world.

Salt Spring Arts Council Workshop:
Metamorphosis Journey is an experiential
workshop that explores transformation in the face
of planetary emergency. The participants move
through the stages of Chrysalis, Crisis, Catharsis,
Symbiosis and Metamorphosis, personalizing this
arc and applying it to their own lives. Short films
representing each of the stages are integrated
throughout the workshop. The workshop is led
by award-winning filmmakers and Certified
Professional Coaches Nova Ami and Velcrow
Ripper. The structure is inspired by their feature
documentary Metamorphosis, and is rooted in
the Coaching For Transformation model, as well
as the filmmakers’ lived experiences travelling
into the heart of global ecological crisis. The film
Metamorphosis will be screened on Saturday
March 3 at ArtSpring (see above) and on Sunday
March 4 at 12:30 pm in Vesuvius (N205). The
Workshop takes place at Mahon Hall on Monday
March 4 from 7 to 9 pm.
Tickets are $30 and available at https://ssartscouncil.com/event/metamorphosis-journey-workshop/

A Night At The Garden

Andy Irons: Kissed by God

Marshall Curry, USA, 2017, 8 mins.

Steve Jones & Todd Jones, USA, 2018,
100 mins.

Pro-fascist sentiments and virulent
anti-Semitism were alive and well
in mid-century America. In February
1939, shortly before WWII began,
the American Nazi Party held a
jubilant rally at New York’s Madison
Square Garden to celebrate the
rise of Nazism, an event largely
forgotten from US history. Cloaked
in the guise of patriotism, 20,000 Americans attended to hear American
Nazi leader Fritz Kuhn speak. Little narration is needed in this chilling, Oscarnominated short film, as archival news footage shines a light on the power
of hate-fueled demagoguery. Nominated for Best Short Documentary at
Sundance, SXSW and the Camden International Film Festival.
Precedes Freedom for the Wolf.
Saturday, March 2, at 2:30 pm in Maxwell (S205)

Anote’s Ark
Matthieu Rytz, USA, 2018, 77 mins.

What happens when the only home
you’ve ever known is about to
be swallowed by the sea? Facing
the harsh realities of climate
change, the 100,000 citizens of
the remote Pacific atoll of Kiribati
must find a way to survive imminent
annihilation. While President Anote
Tong races to figure out how to
displace an entire nation with dignity, Sermary Tiare, a warm, sharp-witted
young mother of six, must decide whether to leave the only place she
knows and migrate to a new life in New Zealand. At stake is the survival of
her people and 4000 years of i-Kiribati culture.
Saturday, March 2, at 4:15 pm in Tuam (S207)

Turbulent
Hawaiian
waves,
tempestuous family life and the
twin challenges of opioid addiction
and bipolar disorder made
Andy Irons what he was: a top
international competitive surfer and
a very complicated young man. This
unfiltered story of Andy’s passionate
life as told by those closest to him
– his wife Lyndie, his brother Bruce, his friends and competitors – is an
intimate and exciting dive into the three-time world champion’s private
world, from his blue-collar background to the crest of his success and the
internal demons that pushed him to the edge and threatened to bring it all
crashing down.
Saturday, March 2, at 10:00 am in Maxwell (S205)

Anthropocene:
The Human Epoch
Jennifer Baichwal, Edward Burtynsky &
Nicholas de Pencier, Canada, 2018, 87 mins.

The award-winning team behind
Manufactured Landscapes (2006)
and Watermark (2013) travels to 20
countries to document the impact
humans have made on the planet.
The staggering images unfold on
a dizzying, almost inconceivable
scale: concrete covering 60% of the mainland Chinese coast; surreal lithium
evaporation ponds in the Atacama desert; 10,000 elephant tusks on fire
in Kenya. This cinematic meditation on humanity’s massive reengineering
of the planet will forever change how you see the world. Named Best
Canadian Film by the Toronto Film Critics Association.
In various languages with English subtitles.

Saturday, March 2, at 10:00 am in Erskine (Dance Studio)

Beauty
Christina Willings, Canada, 2018,
23 mins.

In a world of prescribed gender
roles, claiming your own sense of
identity when everything around
you insists on conformity can be
challenging, and sometimes scary.
This uplifting film explores the
lives of five gender-nonconforming
kids, each of whom is uniquely
engaged in what it means to live
in authenticity and be fully human. Whether dealing with bullies, parents
or relationships, each of these remarkable kids – at times playful, goofy,
loving and brave – has found their own way to break free and show the
world their true, beautiful selves. Winner of OutTV’s People’s Choice Award
for Best Short.
Precedes The Song and the Sorrow.
Sunday, March 3 at 12:30 pm in Fulford (S212)

Call of the Forest: The
Forgotten Wisdom of
Trees
Jeffrey McKay, Canada, 2016, 85 mins.

Can trees save the world? Renegade
scientist and acclaimed author
Diana Beresford-Kroeger believes
that climate change can be halted
if each of us planted just one tree
per year for six years. Orphaned
in Ireland and subsequently
educated in the mystical Brehon
botanical traditions, this environmental visionary combines ancient Gaelic
knowledge with modern Western science. Journey with her to the world’s
most spectacular old-growth forests – in Ireland, Canada, the US and Japan
– where she shares the magic and wisdom of trees. Narrated by Gordon
Pinsent, this breathtaking film won the Nature Award at the Cinema Verde
Film Festival.
Sunday, March 3 at 10 am in Vesuvius (N205)

10:00am

ROOM

Saturday March 2nd
Erskine
Dance Studio

Vesuvius Fernwood Maxwell
N205

N207

12:30pm

Bruce

Fulford

S207

S208

S212

Anthropocene: Lost City of Dawnland
The Human
the Monkey 86 min
Filmmaker
Epoch
God

Andy Irons: The Price of Roller
Kissed by
Everything Dreams
98 min
80 min
God

Do You
Trust This
Computer?

87 min

100 min

78 min

100 min

12:00 noon

2:30pm

S205

Tuam

Picking Up
The Pieces:
The Making of
the Witness
Blanket
85 min
Filmmaker

lunch break
If You’re
Hungry, Sing.
If You Ache,
Laugh.
60 min
Filmmaker

Design
Canada

Science
Fair

75 min
Filmmaker

90 min

87 min

Ethiopiques: The Issue of The
Revolt Of
Mr. O’Dell Thinking
The Soul
35 min
Garden
70 min

Filmmaker

Sharkwater: Modified: A RBG
Extinction Food Lover’s 98 min
88 min
Journey Into
GMOs

35 min
Filmmaker

Freedom For The Devil
The Wolf
We Know
89 min &

88 min

A Night At
The Garden
8 min

4:15pm

Studio 54
98 min

Dolphin
Man: The
Story of
Jacques
Mayol

Wine
Calling

The
Cleaners

95 min

88 min

In The Valley of Kusama:
the Wild Horses Infinity
23 min &
80 min
Three Thousand
14 min &
Holy Angels
14 min

Anote’s Ark Over 18
77 min

75 min

Attending
Filmmaker
Discussion
75 min

80 min
Note: Shaded area indicates films also shown on Sunday

Gentle Reminders
• Please be patient at the entrance to the venue and films.
Lineups happen. Volunteers try to get people through the
doors as quickly as possible. If you have questions, concerns,
suggestions, or compliments, please speak to one of the
volunteers or Festival staff.
• Seating is first come first served. Some films may be full.
It’s suggested that you have a backup plan in case the film
you want to see is full. Arrive at screening rooms in good
time for the showing to get your seat. This maximizes your

chance of getting to see the film of your choice. There is
no reserved seating. No standing permitted. Check your
program guide to see which films are being repeated.
• Once the film has started, respect the audience by not
entering late. If you do enter late, please be quiet and
courteous.
• If you need to munch, do it before or after a screening. No
food or beverages (except water in a sealed container) are
allowed in the screening rooms (classrooms).

10:00am

ROOM

Sunday March 3rd
Erskine
Dance Studio

This
Mountain
Life
77 min
Filmmaker

Vesuvius Fernwood Maxwell
N205

N207

S205

Tuam

Bruce

Fulford

S207

S208

S212

Call of the The Rankin The Silence The Price of Studio 54
Forest: The File: Legacy of Others
Everything 98 min
98 min
Forgotten Of A Radical 96 min
Wisdom of 90 min
Filmmaker
Trees

What is
Democracy?
107 min

85 min

12:00 noon

4:15pm

2:30pm

12:30pm

RBG
98 min

lunch break

Metamorphosis
85 min
Filmmaker

Expedition Kusama:
Yukon: 50 Infinity
Years Later 80 min
43 min &

The
Cleaners
88 min

Fish First

Children of
the Snow
Land

The Song
and the
Sorrow

93 min

42 min &

Beauty

21 min
Filmmaker

Raven
People
Rising
35 min
Filmmaker

Letter From Science
Masanjia
Fair
77 min
Filmmaker

90 min

23 min

Roller
Dreams

Cuban Food
Stories

80 min

82 min

TBD

TBD

Sacred

Film(s) will be
chosen for this
time slot on
Sunday at noon

Film(s) will be
Water
chosen for this 60 min
time slot on
Sunday at noon

Do You
Trust This
Computer?

Wajd:
Songs of
Separation

78 min

88 min

Sharkwater: The Whistle Modified: A Inside My
Extinction Blower of
Food Lover’s Heart
My Lai
88 min
Journey Into 70 min
64 min
GMOs
87 min

Note: Shaded area indicates films also shown on Saturday
Gulf Islands Secondary School, 232 Rainbow Road - Doors Open at 9:00am on Saturday & Sunday

• Quiet in the hallways is appreciated so as not to disturb
other film viewers.

• You will be sitting on plastic classroom chairs, or rental
chairs. You can bring your own cushion or rent one from the
Grandmothers To Grandmothers booth. Daily cushion rental
is for a minimum $2.00 donation, and supports the Stephen
Lewis Foundation. They also offer free cushion parking - if
you have to leave the building they’ll store it, you can pick it
up when you return.

• Please refrain from wearing strong scents and tall hats.

• This is a cash-only event. There is no bank machine on site.

• Bring your own water bottles. There are two drinking
fountains onsite and water stations available.
• Bring your own coffee cups for coffee or hot beverages.
• Vacate the screening room before the start of the next film.

Children of The Snow Land
Zara Balfour & Marcus Stephenson, UK,
2018, 93 mins.

A mother in Nepal’s remote
Northwest Himalayas – the highestaltitude inhabited place on earth –
makes a heartbreaking decision to
send her four-year-old child away
in the hope of a better future, in
this enchanting story of mountain
children sent to live and learn
at a Buddhist monk’s school in
Kathmandu. Twelve years later they
risk everything to fulfill their heart’s desire to once again see their parents.
This wonderfully uplifting film was named Best Documentary at the London
Independent Film Festival and Best Film at both the Swiss Mountain Film
Festival and the Nepal Human Rights International Film Festival.
In English & Tibetan with English subtitles

Sunday, March 3 at 12:30 pm in Bruce (S208)

The Cleaners
(Im Schatten der Netzwelt)
Hans Block & Moritz Riesewieck,
Germany, 2018, 88 mins.

Is the Internet ruining the world?
Fake news, hate-mongering and
terrorist propaganda are now
widespread on social media, fueling
social and political divides that can
even lead to genocide. Enter the
shadow industry of “digital cleaning”
in Manila – where Silicon Valley
outsources content moderation – as thousands of underpaid young Filipinos
work long hours deleting objectionable images and videos from Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube. Exploring profound questions on the balance point
between lawlessness and censorship, this smart and stylish investigation
won Best Documentary at the Moscow International Film Festival and the
2018 Prix Europa for Documentary of the Year. In German with English subtitles.
Saturday, March 2, at 4:15 pm in Maxwell (S205)
Sunday, March 3 at 12:30 pm in Tuam (S207)

Cuban Food Stories

Dawnland

Asori Soto, Cuba/USA, 2018, 82 mins.

Adam Mazo & Ben Pender-Cudlip, USA,
2018, 86 mins.

Discover the culinary culture of
Cuba beyond rice & beans in
this enlightening journey with
Asori Soto, founder of the Cuban
Independent Film Movement,
who ventures into regions so
remote they are accessible only on
horseback, by raft or by swimming.
Meet adaptable and creative
Cubans – such as an artist turned restaurateur and a nuclear physicist
turned fisherman – creating mouthwatering meals using coconut milk,
cacao, lobster and river shrimp. Capturing the authentic flavours of a
complicated country, this delicious film provides historical and sociological
context, exploring how political upheaval affects food, from fluctuating
resources to industrial influences to the rise of international tourism.
In English & Spanish with English subtitles

Sunday, March 3 at 2:30 pm in Fulford (S212)

Throughout the 20th Century,
Indigenous
children
were
systematically
removed
from
their parents, many experiencing
emotional and physical abuse in
foster homes and institutions that
demeaned and erased their culture.
As the Wabanaki people of Maine
share their stories, the first official
Truth & Reconciliation Commission in the US begins its historic investigation,
finding that achieving harmony and justice within the Commission itself is
essential before a new day can dawn for all. This story of stolen children
and cultural survival won the Audience Award at the Tacoma Film Festival
and was named Best Documentary at the Buffalo International Film Festival.
Research Coordinator Rachel George in attendance.
Saturday, March 2, at 10:00 am in Fernwood (N207)

Design Canada

The Devil We Know

Greg Durrell, Canada, 2018, 75 mins.

Stephanie Soechtig & Jeremy Seifert,
USA, 2018, 88 mins.

Celebrated Vancouver designer
Greg Durrell chronicles the untold
story of the iconic images that
shaped Canada’s identity, exploring
how graphic designers helped
unite a nation and its people. Who
created this visual language that
brought Canadians together in a
time of great change and growth?
Five years in the making, Design Canada tells the fascinating stories of the
creative process behind some of the country’s most familiar visual design
elements, including the maple leaf and the CN and CBC logos. Featuring
entertaining interviews with design legends, this surprisingly vital history of
Canada’s most recognizable imagery isn’t just for design nerds!
In English & French with English subtitles.

Director Greg Durrell in attendance.
Saturday, March 2, at 12:30 pm in Fernwood (N207)

When a handful of West Virginia
residents discover DuPont has been
pumping toxic Teflon™ chemicals
into the air and water supply,
they file one of the largest class
action lawsuits in the history of
environmental law. Meanwhile,
as many as 110 million Americans
may be drinking water tainted with
similar chemicals, and nearly everyone is affected by exposure to toxins in
food, drinking water and consumer products. Unraveling one of the biggest
environmental scandals of our time, this compelling exposé won a Special
Jury Award at the Philadelphia Film Festival and the Impact Award at the
Vancouver International Film Festival.
Saturday, March 2, at 2:30 pm in Tuam (S207)

Do You Trust
This Computer?

Dolphin Man: The Story
of Jacques Mayol

Chris Paine, USA, 2018, 78 mins.

Lefteris Charitos,
Greece/Canada/France, 2017, 80 mins.

A new generation of selflearning computers is reshaping
every aspect of our lives.
Incomprehensible amounts of data
are being collected, interpreted
and fed back to us in a tsunami of
apps, smart devices and targeted
advertisements. Virtually every
industry on earth is experiencing this transformation, from job automation
to medical diagnostics, from elections to battlefield weapons. Will Artificial
Intelligence usher in an age of unprecedented potential, or will it be our
final invention? From the director of Who Killed The Electric Car? (2006),
this lively, scary and spellbinding documentary won the Audience Award at
Cinemambiente, the Italian Environmental Film Festival.
Saturday, March 2, at 10:00 am in Fulford (S212)
Sunday, March 3 at 2:30 pm in Maxwell (S205)

Ethiopiques: Revolt Of
The Soul
(Ethiopiques: muzyka duszy)
Maciek Bochniak, Poland, 2017, 70 mins.

In the late ‘60s, Addis Ababa
record store owner Amha Eshete
risked everything by recording
popular Ethiopian music imbued
with flavours of funk, soul and
jazz. Tolerated by the Ethiopian
Monarchy,
the
music
was
celebrated by the people until 1975 when a new regime shut it down.
Fortunately, French music collector Francis Falceto became obsessed
and spent 20 years tracking down the musicians to compile the complete
record series. This account of the courage and audacity of gifted musicians
creating stunning music against all odds was nominated for the IndieMusic
Schweppes Award at the 2018 IndieLisboa International Independent Film
Festival. In English and Amharic with English subtitles.
Saturday, March 2, at 2:30 pm in Erskine (Dance Studio)

How long can you hold your breath?
Immerse yourself in the compelling
story of legendary free-diver
Jacques Mayol, the first to free-dive
to 100 metres on a single breath.
Narrated by actor Jean-Marc Barr
– who portrayed Mayol in Luc
Besson’s The Big Blue (1988) – this film combines breathtaking underwater
photography, interviews and archival footage to reveal the contradictions
of Mayol’s complex life: spending hours in yoga and zen practices that
revolutionized the free-diving world, he was also a freeloader, playboy and
pornographer. Named Best Documentary at the Los Angeles Greek Film
Festival and the Hellenic Film Academy Awards.
In English & various languages with English subtitles.
(Advisory: contains a sexually explicit scene; may not be appropriate for all viewers.)

Saturday, March 2, at 4:15 pm in Vesuvius (N205)

Expedition Yukon:
50 Years Later
Glen Crawford & Chic Scott, Canada,
2017, 43 mins.

To celebrate the 1967 Centennial,
the Alpine Club of Canada organized
hundreds of mountaineers in
what is still the world’s largestever alpine expedition. Thirteen
mountaineering teams of four
climbers apiece set out to scale
13 previously unsummitted peaks – naming them for the provinces and
territories – in the stunningly beautiful Centennial Range of Yukon’s remote
St. Elias Mountains. Fifty years later, groundbreaking alpinist and mountain
historian Chic Scott and filmmaker Glen Crawford collaborated to document
this zenith of Canadian mountaineering, interviewing 10 members of the
largely forgotten Yukon Alpine Centennial Expedition, which forever put
Canadian mountaineering on the world map.
Film subject Andrea Rankin in attendance. Preceded by Fish First (short)
Sunday, March 3 at 12:30 pm in Fernwood (N207)

Fish First

Freedom For The Wolf

Alex Harris, Canada, 2018, 21 mins.

Rupert Russell, Germany, 2017, 89 mins.

Gold mining in the spawning
grounds of the world’s most
productive and well-managed wild
salmon run might be an inherently
bad idea, but this is exactly what
Northern Dynasty Minerals has
proposed: their Pebble Mine in
Bristol Bay would be the largest in
North America, covering an area
bigger than Manhattan. Folk musician Luke Wallace travels to Dillingham,
Alaska, to experience the sight and sound of 50 million salmon returning
to spawn in this celebration of marine abundance, providing us with a
powerful springboard for an action-oriented conversation on how to
collectively protect wild salmon here in the Salish Sea.
Director Alex Harris & Producer Luke Wallace in attendance.
Precedes Expedition Yukon: 50 Years Later.
Sunday, March 3 at 12:30 pm in Fernwood (N207)

Democracy is in crisis. Elected
politicians are dismantling freedom
and democracy as we know it,
with Donald Trump only the latest
and perhaps most dangerous to
assume power in this burgeoning
age of illiberal democracy. This epic
investigation into the movements
of mostly young people opposing
elected leaders who trample on
political opponents, minorities and human rights was filmed over three
years in five countries: Tunisia, India, Japan, Hong Kong and the US. This
groundbreaking original statement on the status quo of global politics
is the first film to provide a global context for understanding the Trump
phenomenon.
Preceded by A Night at the Garden (short).
In English & various languages with English subtitles.

Saturday, March 2, at 2:30 pm in Maxwell (S205)

Holy Angels
Jay Cardinal Villeneuve, Canada, 2017,
14 mins.

In 1963, Lena Wandering Spirit
became one of 150,000 Indigenous
children removed from their
families, spending six years
imprisoned at Alberta’s Holy
Angels Residential School. Through
impressionistic images and a child’s
fragmented language, this elegant
film recaptures Canada’s colonialist
history, as five-year-old performer Phoenix Sawan brings to life Lena’s
recollections, dancing through the abandoned building in defiance of its
bleak history. Determined to uncover the past and move beyond it, Holy
Angels depicts the resilience of a people finding ways of healing and
coming home again. Won the Founder’s Award and the Indigenous Award
at the Yorkton Film Festival.
Precedes In the Valley of the Wild Horses.
Saturday, March 2, at 2:30 pm in Bruce (S208)

In the Valley of the
Wild Horses
Trevor Mack & Asia Youngman, Canada,
2018, 23 mins.

This visually breathtaking film
follows the Xeni Gwet’in community
on an epic journey through the
remote and beautiful Tsilhqot’in
(Chilcotin Country) where wild
horses still roam. Traveling 200 km
by wagon train from Nemiah Valley,
BC, to the famous Williams Lake
stampede, this annual 8-day trek honours a 94-year tradition of inclusion,
trade and relations between Indigenous and non-Indigenous peoples. Free
of modern transportation and technological devices, youth and elders
negotiate with nature for food and shelter on a healing journey leading to
individual wholeness and a welcome view of the Xeni Gwen’t with the reins
in their own hands.
Preceded by Three Thousand and Holy Angels (shorts).
Saturday, March 2, at 2:30 pm in Bruce (S208)

If You’re Hungry, Sing.
If You Ache, Laugh
(Si tu as faim, chante. Si tu as mal, ris)
Michèle Smolkin, France, 2017, 60 mins.

Born in Poland in 1914 to a ferociously
strong-willed communist mother
and a deeply religious father, Sam
Rechtman’s life spanned a century
of conflict and upheaval, yet he
tells his story with equanimity and
wry humour. History comes alive
in idiosyncratic detail as director
Michèle Smolkin illustrates her uncle’s anecdotes through archival footage,
a buoyant score and charming animation by Elise Laroche. This rollicking,
eye-witness account of the 20th Century – from pogroms to the Russian
Revolution to the French Resistance and the liberation of France – is a treat
for anyone who enjoys an engaging story about the resilience of the human
spirit. In French with English subtitles.
Director Michèle Smolkin in attendance.
Saturday, March 2, at 12:30 pm in Vesuvius (N205)

Inside My Heart (3 Destins)
Debra Kellner, Canada/France, 2018,
70 mins.

Three families forced to flee wartorn Syria and Afghanistan seek
safe harbour on foreign shores.
Having had the lives they’ve known
wrested away, each family exhibits
remarkable resilience as they
fight for survival, despite having
witnessed unthinkable atrocities.
Unable to return home without the risk of being killed, they are forced
to live with the consequences of their broken dreams. This powerful and
inspiring film by celebrated Canadian photographer Debra Kellner provides
a vital and compassionate portrait of individual human beings swept up in
a global crisis involving 68 million refugees – the largest human exodus
since World War II.
In various languages with English subtitles.

Sunday, March 3 at 4:15 pm in Maxwell (S205)

The Issue of Mr. O’Dell

Kusama: Infinity

Rami Katz, Canada, 2018, 35 mins.

Heather Lenz, USA, 2018, 80 mins.

A personal and humanizing portrait
of civil rights pioneer Jack O’Dell,
who worked alongside MLK until –
after being followed by the FBI and
labeled the #5 communist in America
by JFK – he was unceremoniously
forced out of King’s organization.
Combining stark and poignant
archival material with eloquent
conversations on the history of the
movement – from King’s Southern Christian Leadership Conference to
Black Lives Matter – this beautifully shot story of a 94-year-old man who
has fought his entire life for justice won the Full Frame Documentary Film
Festival President’s Award and was named Best International Short at the
Baltimore International Black Film Festival.
Director Rami Katz & Cinematographer Felix Oltean in attendance.
Saturday, March 2, at 2:30 pm in Vesuvius (N205)

Trailblazer Yayoi Kusama saw
dots and dashes everywhere and
her only choice was to paint what
she saw. Her tumultuous quest to
become a world-renowned artist
takes her from a conservative
Japanese upbringing to a brush with
fame in ‘60s America, where she
battled racism and sexism to rival
Andy Warhol for press attention.
Now in her 80s, this fiercely determined woman is an international
phenomenon with her hugely successful Infinity Mirror Rooms, although
her hallucinations eventually led her to the Tokyo mental institution she
has called home for 30 years. Nominated for the Documentary Grand Jury
Prize at Sundance.
In English & Japanese with English subtitles.

Saturday, March 2, at 2:30 pm in Fulford (S212)
Sunday, March 3 at 12:30 pm in Maxwell (S205)

Letter From Masanjia
Leon Lee, Canada, 2018, 77 mins.

Having bought a discounted “Made
in China” Halloween decoration at
an Oregon Kmart, Julie Keith was
astounded to find a handwritten SOS
letter hidden inside, which political
prisoner Sun Yi had sent from the
notoriously brutal Masanjia Labour
Camp. In this real-life thriller, awardwinning filmmaker Leon Lee found
a way to contact Sun Yi and taught
him to take secret-camera footage via Skype, exposing the harrowing
persecution of Falun Gong and – miraculously – leading to the abolition
of China’s entire labour camp system. Winner of multiple Audience Awards
and named Best Documentary at the St. Louis International Film Festival.
Director Leon Lee & Associate Producer Jacey Shi in attendance.
Sunday, March 3 at 2:30 pm in Vesuvius (N205)

Metamorphosis
Nova Ami & Velcrow Ripper, Canada,
2018, 85 mins.

How will humanity be transformed
by the global environmental crisis
we have created? A poem for the
planet, this deeply wise film bears
witness to profound change: the
loss of one world, and the birth of
another. A mesmerizing tidal flow
of images captures the true scale of
the damage wrought by unfettered
resource extraction. But this crisis is also an opportunity for transformation,
radical hope and profound possibility. Weaving together stories of
creativity and reinvention from artists, scientists and children worldwide,
this staggeringly beautiful documentary offers creative, systemic solutions
and a bold new vision for humanity and the world.
Directors/Producers Nova Ami & Velcrow Ripper in attendance.
Sunday, March 3 at 12:30 pm in Vesuvius (N205)
(also screening Saturday, March 2 at 7:30 pm at ArtSpring)

Over 18
Jared & Michelle Brock, Canada, 2016,
75 mins.

It’s awkward to talk openly with
kids about pornography. But
it’s something we have to do if
we’re going to take meaningful
steps toward protecting the
next generation of children from
exposure to violent and degrading
sexual content online. Over 18 is a
clear-eyed examination of modern
pornography and its effects on kids, teens, parents and adult film actors.
In addition to interviews with academics and pornographers, the film
compares what porn used to be in the magazine era and what it’s become
in the Internet age, and demonstrates why young people, in particular, are
susceptible to addiction to porn.
(Advisory: subject matter may not be appropriate for all viewers.)

Saturday, March 2, at 4:15 pm in Bruce (S208)

Lost City Of the
Monkey God
Bill Benenson, USA, 2018, 100 mins.

Amateur explorer Steve Elkins
and filmmaker Bill Benenson join
forces to harness cutting-edge
laser mapping technology, which
enables them to “see” through the
impenetrable Honduran jungle of
the Mosquito Coast in search of
La Ciudad Blanca, the legendary
White City of the Monkey God. What they unearth exceeds their wildest
expectations, but what the jungle unleashes, in turn, is more debilitating
than any of them had bargained for. Narrated by bestselling author Douglas
Preston, this thrilling, fast-paced film shows what happens when treasure
hunters, archaeologists, government, conservationists and the media all
jump into the fray with conflicting claims and priorities.
Saturday, March 2, at 10:00 am in Vesuvius (N205)

Modified: A Food Lover’s
Journey Into GMOs

(Modifié: une gourmande au pays
des OGM)
Aube Giroux, Canada, 2017, 87 mins.

Why are GMOs not labeled in Canada
as they are in 64 countries around
the world? Ten years in the making,
this celebration of nutritious food
and grassroots activism reveals
the extent to which industrial
agribusiness controls food policy, making a strong case for more transparency
and sustainability. Interweaving family archives and mouth-watering scenes
from Aube Giroux’s award-winning PBS cooking show Kitchen Vignettes, this
heartfelt investigative journey is anchored in the filmmaker’s relationship to her
mother, a prolific gardener and food activist battling cancer. Winner of multiple
Audience Awards and named 2018 Best French-Canadian Film by Rendez-vous
Québec Cinéma. In English & French with English subtitles.
Saturday, March 2, at 12:30 pm in Bruce (S208)
Sunday, March 3 at 4:15 pm in Fernwood (N207)

Picking Up The Pieces:
The Making Of The
Witness Blanket
Cody Graham & Carey Newman,
Canada, 2018, 85 mins.

In partnership with the Canadian
Museum for Human Rights, master
carver Carey Newman created
the Witness Blanket, a national
monument commemorating the
experiences of residential school
survivors. A universal symbol of protection, the blanket comprises hundreds
of everyday items – including shoes, photos and even a door – collected
from across Canada. The result is a 40-foot long “quilt” of beautifully
carved wooden panels, each with a story to tell. Narrated by the artist, this
moving film interweaves these stories with Newman’s personal journey,
examining how art can open our hearts to the pain of truth and the beauty
of resiliency.
Directors Carey Newman & Cody Graham in attendance.
Saturday, March 2, at 12:30 pm in Erskine (Dance Studio)

The Price of Everything

The Rankin File: Legacy
of a Radical

Nathaniel Kahn, USA, 2018, 98 mins.

In a film as sharp as a Banksy
picture shredder, Oscar-nominated
Nathaniel Kahn exposes the rarified
world of contemporary art. Fortunes
are spent as collectors and dealers
turn creative output into hot
commodities. How should art be
valued? What effect does the art
business have on museums, on the
public’s ability to access it and on
the artists themselves? The contrasts between the aesthetics, philosophy
and process of artists Jeff Koons and Larry Poons provide an anchor for a
horrifyingly fascinating look at galleries, studios, auctions and some very,
very rich buyers. Nominated for Best Documentary at multiple festivals,
including Sundance.
Saturday, March 2, at 10:00 am in Tuam (S207)
Sunday, March 3 at 10 am in Tuam (S207)

Teresa Alfeld, Canada, 2018, 90 mins.

In 1986, outspoken socialist City
Councilor Harry Rankin ran for Mayor
of Vancouver against rightwing
upstart Gordon Campbell. Having
set out to build a working-class
political movement that put power
in the hands of the people, Rankin
fought tooth and nail to prevent the
overdevelopment that he accurately foresaw. Unearthing never-beforeseen 16mm reels from the campaign – in which Rankin practically jumps
off the screen with his quick wit, political conviction and biting sense of
humour – filmmaker Teresa Alfeld completes a long-abandoned project on
the colourful life of a fearless and flawed man who dedicated his life to
social justice.
Director Teresa Alfeld in attendance.
Sunday, March 3 at 10 am in Fernwood (N207)

Raven People Rising

RBG

Andrea Palframan, Canada, 2018, 35 mins.

Julie Cohen & Betsy West, USA, 2018,
98 mins.

When the Nathan E. Stewart tanker
ran aground on the central BC Coast
in 2016, spilling over 110,000 liters
of diesel oil in Heiltsuk territory,
the Heiltsuk took to the courts. The
spill contaminated critical habitat
for shellfish and northern abalone,
despite the Heiltsuk prohibition of
oil transport through their marine
harvesting areas. Stunning footage and compelling storytelling combine
to paint an urgent picture of a Nation changing the conversation about
Indigenous governance of their ancestral land and waters. The Nathan E.
Stewart sank, but the Heiltsuk – determined to protect the Pacific coast for
future generations – are rising.
In English & Heiltsuk with English subtitles.

Director Andrea Palframan in attendance with special guest.
Sunday, March 3 at 2:30 pm in Erskine (Dance Studio)

At 85, Ruth Bader Ginsburg has
reached the pinnacle of her maledominated profession, establishing
an impressive legal legacy and
becoming an unexpected pop
culture icon. But her personal
journey to the Supreme Court has
been largely unknown – until now.
This Oscar-nominated exploration
of the exceptional life and career of this diminutive, indefatigable warrior is
an essential companion piece to Mimi Leder’s recent narrative film On the
Basis of Sex. What emerges is a revelatory portrait of a fiercely intelligent
champion for decency, civil rights and gender equality. Winner of multiple
festival awards and named 2018 Best Documentary by the National Board
of Review.
Saturday, March 2, at 12:30 pm in Fulford (S212)
Sunday, March 3 at 12:30 pm in Erskine (Dance Studio)

Roller Dreams

Sacred Water

Kate Hickey, USA, 2017, 80 mins.

Olivier Jourdain, Rwanda, 2016, 60 mins.

It’s 1984 and Venice Beach,
California, is at the epicentre of
a pop culture explosion. Young
people of colour seeking refuge
from the turmoil of inner-city
life flock to this eclectic seaside
community to create a new
phenomenon: roller-dancing! The
talent of this multicultural “family”
draws massive crowds and influences Hollywood, until politics, drugs and
gentrification threaten to take their dreams away. Featuring interviews
with many of the wildly charismatic original crew and showcasing amazing
break-dancing moves, this crowd-pleasing film won the Audience Award at
the Sydney Film Festival and was named Best Documentary at the Calgary
Underground Film Festival.
Saturday, March 2, at 10:00 am in Bruce (S208)
Sunday, March 3 at 2:30 pm in Bruce (S208)

Popular radio host Vestine Dusabe
is a woman on a happy mission:
promoting sexual pleasure and
preserving Rwanda’s culture of
kunyaza – female ejaculation.
Rwandan men take pride in their
ability to evoke the “sacred water”
rather than in the size of their own
genitals. Dusabe takes risqué calls
on her late-night show, speaks
frankly to schoolgirls about female pleasure as central to Rwandan culture,
and discusses orgasms with an International Women’s Day crowd. Lush
water imagery adorns this cheerfully honest film, which won the Audience
Award and was named Most Innovative Documentary at the Palermo Sole
Luna Doc Film Festival.
In Kinyarwanda with English subtitles.
(Advisory: subject matter may not be appropriate for all viewers.)

Sunday, March 3 at 4:15 pm in Fulford (S212)

Science Fair

Sharkwater: Extinction

Cristina Costantini & Darren Foster, USA,
2018, 90 mins.

Rob Stewart, Canada, 2018, 88 mins.

Join this award-winning filmmaking
team as they follow nine students
from around the globe navigating
rivalries, setbacks and – of course –
hormones to compete against 1700
of the smartest, quirkiest teens
from 78 countries at the annual
International Science & Engineering
Fair in Los Angeles. This funny,
moving, immensely likeable film offers a front-row seat to the challenges
and motivations of ambitious and resilient young people determined to
change their lives – and the world – through science and engineering.
Inspirational and invigorating, this Sundance favourite has won multiple
Audience Awards and was named Best Documentary at the Fairhope Film
Festival. In English & various languages with English subtitles.
Saturday, March 2, at 12:30 pm in Maxwell (S205)
Sunday, March 3 at 2:30 pm in Fernwood (N207)

Silence of Others
(El silencio de otros)

Almudena Carracedo & Robert Bahar,
Spain, 2018, 96 mins.

Seven years in the making, this
courageous and deeply moving film
shows what happens when crimes
against humanity are deliberately
buried. Ripped apart by civil war
and four decades under Franco,
Spain has since espoused a “pact
of forgetting,” granting amnesty to
both sides and refusing to discuss the horrors of the past. But those who
suffered imprisonment and torture dare to demand the truth, struggling
against state-imposed amnesia for justice and reconciliation, in a country
still divided four decades into democracy. Shortlisted for the Oscars and
winner of multiple festival awards, including the Grand Jury Award at
Sheffield Doc/Fest. In Spanish with English subtitles.
Sunday, March 3 at 10 am in Maxwell (S205)

Award-winning filmmaker Rob
Stewart’s
2006
documentary
Sharkwater exposed the illegal
fishing industry that threatens
the survival of the world’s sharks,
whose populations have dropped
over 90% in the past 40 years.
This gutsy sequel features
beautiful underwater footage and
confrontations with dangerous enemies who profit from the global shark
massacre. Tragically, Stewart drowned in a scuba diving incident while
filming off the coast of Florida. This riveting story of a brave and passionate
Canadian who sacrificed everything to save sharks from extinction has won
multiple festival awards and received Special Recognition for Courageous
Filmmaking at the Napa Valley Film Festival.
Saturday, March 2, at 12:30 pm in Tuam (S207)
Sunday, March 3 at 4:15 pm in Erskine (Dance Studio)

The Song and The Sorrow
Millefiore Clarkes, Canada, 2018, 42 mins.

Composer of Snowbird, the song
that rocketed Anne Murray to
stardom, singer/songwriter Gene
MacLellan was a Juno-winning folk
music legend who tragically took his
own life when his daughter was just
14. Two decades later, Catherine
MacLellan – herself a talented
musician with mental health issues
– is finally ready to confront the
hurtful mystery of her much-loved father’s heartbreaking suicide. Through
archival footage and intimate interviews with fellow musicians – including
Anne Murray, Lennie Gallant and the late Ron Hynes – this moving story is
a heartfelt tribute to the life and enduring musical legacy of a troubled and
talented man.
Preceded by Beauty (short).
Sunday, March 3 at 12:30 pm in Fulford (S212)

Studio 54

The Thinking Garden

Matt Tyrnauer, USA, 2018, 98 mins.

Christine Welsh, Canada, 2017, 35 mins.

The epicentre of ’70s hedonism,
New York’s Studio 54 was the
greatest nightclub of all time and
came to symbolize an entire era: a
magnet for beautiful stars, casual
sex and mounds of cocaine; a
den of excess that enshrined the
ostracized as it defined its own
rules. Featuring such celebrities as
Farrah Fawcett, Liza Minnelli, Michael Jackson, Mikhail Baryshnikov and
Calvin Klein, this bracing story chronicles the rise and fall of two ambitious
friends from Brooklyn who conquered The Big Apple, only to have their
dreams crumble before their eyes. Nominated for Best Documentary at the
Athens International Film Festival.
(Advisory: nudity and drug use; may not be appropriate for all viewers.)

Saturday, March 2, at 4:15 pm in Erskine (Dance Studio)
Sunday, March 3 at 10 am in Bruce (S208)

Facing an epic drought, soaring
food prices and widespread food
insecurity, three generations of
indomitable South African women
create a community garden in this
beautiful and uplifting film. Awardwinning Métis filmmaker Christine
Welsh documents what can happen
when women take matters into their
own hands, and how collaborative
local action can give even the most vulnerable people a measure of control
over their lives and their future, mitigating some of the worst effects of
climate change. This remarkable story of resilience won the Matrix Award
for Outstanding Achievement in a BC Short at the Vancouver International
Women in Film Festival. In spoken xiTsonga with English subtitles.
Director Christine Welsh in attendance.
Saturday, March 2, at 2:30 pm in Fernwood (N207)

This Mountain Life

Three Thousand

Grant Baldwin, Canada, 2018, 77 mins.

Asinnajaq, Canada, 2017, 14 mins.

Martina Halik and her 60-yearold mother Tania attempt a sixmonth, 2300 km ski trek through
BC’s treacherous Coast Mountains
to Alaska, a journey that has
been completed only once. Their
adventure is interspersed with
beautifully crafted portraits of
high-altitude human endurance:
an avalanche survivor, a snowshoe
artist and a group of nuns inhabiting a mountain retreat to be closer to God.
What is it that leads these adventurous people to sacrifice comfort, family
and personal safety for life in the mountains? Shot in cinematic detail, this
riveting portrait of human passion won Best Visuals at the UK’s Kendal
Mountain Festival.
Animator Michael A. Mann in attendance.
Sunday, March 3 at 10 am in Erskine (Dance Studio)

Diving into the NFB’s vast archive,
Inuk artist Asinnajaq plunges us
into a sublime imaginary universe:
luminescent,
archive-inspired
cinema that recasts the past,
present and future of her people
in a radiant new light. Embedding
historic footage into original
animation, she conjures up a vision
of hope and beautiful possibility.
Everything about this film is unique: the soundtrack, rich in various uses
of speech, throat-singing, instruments and nature; the shifts between
otherworldly-animation and archival footage, between colour and black
& white, between work and play – all create a brilliant evocation of Inuit
culture from mythic to modern. A gem.
In English & Inuktitut with English subtitles.

Precedes In the Valley of the Wild Horses.
Saturday, March 2, at 2:30 pm in Bruce (S208)

Wajd: Songs of Separation

What is Democracy?

Amar Chebib, Canada, 2018, 88 mins.

Astra Taylor, Canada, 2018, 107 mins.

Vancouver-based filmmaker Amar
Chebib returned to Syria in
2010, shortly before a bloody
civil war erupted into the largest
humanitarian crisis of our time.
Forced to rebuild their lives in exile,
musicians Ibrahim, Abdulwahed
and Mohamed turn to their love
of traditional Sufi music to help
them find meaning in the wake of unimaginable loss. Chebib documents
their harrowing stories in his first feature-length film. Intimate footage
of the musicians’ daily lives weaves together with bittersweet musical
performances, rare Sufi ceremonies and poetic imagery of the cultural
majesty of pre-war Syria. A cinematic meditation on loss, yearning and
faith.
In English, Arabic & Turkish with English subtitles.

Celebrated theorists Silvia Federici,
Cornel West, Wendy Brown
and Angela Davis are joined by
doctors, activists, refugees and
politicians to confront some of
the most urgent issues of the day:
inequality, xenophobia, education
and globalization. Reminding us
that our challenges aren’t new – as
figures like Plato and Rousseau remain surprisingly relevant to our current
predicaments – this idiosyncratic, philosophical journey spans millennia
and continents. If we want to live in democracy, we must first ask what
the word even means. Nominated for a Grand Jury Award at Sheffield Doc/
Fest and nominated for Best Documentary at the Camden International
Film Festival.
Sunday, March 3 at 10 am in Fulford (S212)

Sunday, March 3 at 2:30 pm in Tuam (S207)

The Whistleblower
of My Lai
Connie Field, USA, 2018, 64 mins.

Oscar-nominated documentarian
Connie Field turns her lens on an
artistic response to a shameful
war crime, as composer Jonathan
Berger, the famous Kronos Quartet
and Vietnamese virtuoso VanAnh Vo develop a richly evocative
opera incorporating traditional
Vietnamese instruments. The hauntingly beautiful music underscores the
drama with unerring clarity – alternating between bursts of frenzied activity
and achingly sweet hymn-like harmonies – as librettist Harriet Chessman
and tenor Rinde Eckert bring to life the story of terminally-ill helicopter pilot
Hugh Thompson, who witnessed and exposed a pivotal moment of the
Vietnam War: the horrifying 1968 massacre of 500 villagers by US troops.
Sunday, March 3 at 4:15 pm in Vesuvius (N205)

Wine Calling (Le vin se lève)
Bruno Sauvard, France, 2018, 95 mins.

A small band of Occitan rebels in
the South of France is challenging
the entrenched, highly regulated
world of French winemaking.
Inspired by the global movement
for sustainable farming, they
go beyond organic to produce
biodynamic, living wines. True
affinity for terroir – the full breadth
of soil, topography and climate
– requires intimate familiarity with and devotion to the land. Economic
constraints and philosophy combine to encourage the exchange of ideas
and equipment, from harvest to bottling. Without using additives, these
vintners must adjust their techniques and take a whole new approach to
produce and evaluate their delectable products.
In French with English subtitles.

Saturday, March 2, at 4:15 pm in Fernwood (N207)
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